
Mark 4:26 to 34, June 2018 

 As I sat down to write this sermon, I realized that a week from this morning, my 

daughter will be a married woman, wife to Peter Favreau. I hope you don’t mind, but I 

am going to take the preacher’s privilege of indulging in a few personal shared thoughts 

about this.   Phil and I absolutely love Peter, and I have had so much fun being the 

mother of the bride these past months.  With the wedding taking place in Madison, I’ve 

had all the pleasure of shopping together with Liz for the wedding gown and my mother-

of-the-bride dress, conferring about guest lists and wedding cakes and jewelry and such, 

without having any of the actual legwork with the venue or getting my house ready to 

host dozens of guests and so on.  It’s been ideal.  And I absolutely believe that Liz and 

Peter are meant for one another, with God’s blessing, and I am so painfully proud of my 

daughter---and my son, for that matter---that you rarely see me wear shirts that button 

down the front, because I’m afraid I would keep bursting them open as my chest swells 

with pride.  Yet, along with all of this joy, there is that taste of the bittersweet, that 

realization of time’s passage. Where did this beautiful, brilliant, caring, gifted biomedical 

engineer and science writer spring from?   I swear we were just playing Barbie’s together 

and having tea parties and reading Little House on the Prairie together in the big, blue 

recliner.   

 As if determined to make me cry while getting my hair cut last week, my hair 

dresser was asking me about what Phil and I would be doing in the wedding.  We are not 

going to preside at it, by our choice, but Phil will walk Liz down the aisle and read a 

lesson, and I will sing.  My hairdresser asked if Phil was a sentimental father and would 

get choked up while walking his daughter down the aisle.  The answer was yes and yes.  



She asked about me singing, and I said I hoped I’d make it through.  She told me that her 

mother sang at her wedding, a song called “Turn Around,” that some of you may know.  

“Where are you going, my little one, my little one?  Where are you going, my baby, my 

own?  Turn around and your 2, turn around and your 4, turn around and you’re a young 

girl, walking out the door…..turn around and you’re tiny, turn around and you’re grown, 

turn around and you’re a young wife, with babies of your own.”   I am not singing that 

song, I would never get through it!  I’m singing “You Raise Me Up” and hoping I make it 

through that without breaking down.   But here’s the thing about parenting, appropriate to 

mention on Father’s Day.  Most of us give the best we have of ourselves to give to our 

parenting, and it’s hard work and joyful work, and the proudest moments and the 

moments of greatest heartache and despair we ever have may very likely come in 

connection with our parenting.  And yet, given all that, there is something about our 

children’s growth and maturation that is quite simply beyond us….apart from our 

efforts…surprising and miraculous and humbling.  The little girl playing Barbies grows 

into the biomedical engineer getting married.  It just somehow happens….we know not 

how!  They may well do things we’d never imagined them doing, both good and bad; and 

they may be things we could never have envisioned, to our delight or horror; but there is 

most certainly an element of grace to their growth, out of our control and out of our 

hands; they are so much more than the result of our unremitting effort and work on their 

behalf. 

 This is the lesson of our parables today from the Gospel of Mark, and although 

these words don’t initially seem like Father’s Day words or words of parental advice, 

they really are, in the way I just mentioned.  In these parables, we learn that growth 



happens not only as a result of our efforts, but also—growth happens apart from our 

efforts, intent, or control---and not only in children, not only in gardens, but in life and 

faith, in general.  And that’s a good thing.   

 Let’s look at the first parable Jesus tells a bit more closely.  This parable is not 

nearly as well known as the one which follows, the mustard seed parable, but this parable 

of the seeds that grow while we sleep is, in my mind, one of the most Gospel-filled 

passages in all of Scripture.  And here’s why: this parable speaks a word of grace to all 

those of us who always think everything depends on our efforts alone.  Take a look: the 

Kingdom of God, Jesus tells us, is as if someone, a farmer perhaps, would scatter seed on 

the ground.  Then that farmer goes about their life; they sleep at night, they rise every 

morning and go about their business.  And the seeds they have scattered germinate and 

grow.  The farmer doesn’t know how that germination occurs; he or she doesn’t make it 

happen, but it does.  In point of fact, it’s as though the earth works the miracle: the seeds 

sprout, the stalk reaches to the sky, the head appears, and soon the grain itself appears.  

Once it is ripe, the farmer harvests the grain. 

  We can see in this parable a word of grace.  Jesus tells other parables 

where the action of the sower is the point. But in this parable, it’s the action of the earth 

that is highlighted: Jesus makes a point of telling us that the sower of the seed doesn’t 

know how the seed sprouts, that the earth produces of itself while the sower is sleeping 

and rising and living life.  The sower has a crucial part to play, obviously, but the 

emphasis here is on the part that the sower doesn’t play—the farmer can’t make the 

garden grow.  That germination and growing is simply part of the whole order of creation 

set into motion by God.  There’s an inevitability to the germination of seeds, the growth 



of living things.  We can assist it in happening; but we can’t make it happen.  If you 

doubt me, look at any patch of ground anywhere; no one is out there sowing seeds and 

tending the grass and wildflowers along the highway, for example.  But there those living 

plants are, often in abundance.  The dandelions.  The lupine.   The earth is so designed as 

to produce of itself.  Life grows. That’s how God made things!   There is an inevitability 

about it and a mystery about it.  In the end, God is the One who creates life and blesses all 

that lives to grow.  I’m quite sure there’s some good news for us in this. 

 Now, you could argue with me that it is not really good news that the growth of 

the Kingdom isn’t entirely in our hands.  You could argue that it’s frustrating that we 

can’t make the kingdom grow.  Anyone who has made an effort to instill faith in another 

understands this frustration.  Let’s return to fathers and mothers on Father’s Day. I think 

one of the number one concerns that parents of all ages mention to me concerning their 

children of all ages is that they don’t feel confident that their children have come to faith.  

This doesn’t apply only to one’s children, small or grown up, of course.  Many of us have 

worked to pass along our Christian faith to our spouses or friends or co-workers or 

neighbors or parents, and we can get anxious and  frustrated that it doesn’t always seem 

to take.  It’s not a clear cut matter of saying the right words and doing the right actions 

and predictably, the receiver of our efforts shares our faith.  We might well wish it were 

that clear-cut.  After all, we’re doing our part, we’re preparing the field, we’re sowing 

seed, we’re tending the garden—but where’s the harvest?  Yes, the reality this parable 

describes can be frustrating.  We can’t make faith happen in another.  We can’t even 

make it happen in ourselves, whether we realize that or not.  Faith is, in the final analysis, 

always the work and gift of God. 



 But there is good news, a gospel message in this parable, and it’s this: it’s not all 

on us.  Yes, we have a part to play as individuals, as a congregation, in preparing soil and 

planting seeds.  We do that through Children’s Church, Vacation Bible School,  worship 

services, outreach of every kind to people of all ages and in all kinds of situations.  But, 

the creation of faith, we can’t do that.  That’s on God.  And there is an inevitability to the 

process, an unstoppable energy in this world from the movement of the Holy Spirit that 

will create faith.  We can and should do our part, but finally, we just have to trust God to 

germinate the seeds we sow.  Trusting God to do God’s part is not an easy thing to do, 

but it also gives us a sense of liberation: God is ultimately in charge, not us.  This parable 

doesn’t let us get away with doing nothing, but it does acknowledge that there are limits 

to what we, as humans, can do.  Limits can be frustrating; but they can also be liberating.  

The growing of the Kingdom of God is not all on us. It’s not entirely dependent on our 

parenting, befriending, Children’s Church teaching, or what have you.  At some point, we 

need to turn over the making of a new creation into God’s hands. We need to trust that 

those are good and strong hands that can accomplish what needs to be done, even when 

we can’t see it, don’t get it, and doubt it.  That’s what Jesus is telling us here: Seeds 

sprout, spring comes, faith is created, the Kingdom grows, we know not how. 

 The next parable, that of the Mustard seed, follows up on this notion.  This far 

more familiar parable points out that big results can come out of small beginnings.  We 

like that.  The picture Jesus paints here is that of a small seed, the mustard seed, growing 

into a great shrub that can even shelter the songbirds in its branches.  Just a few things to 

note here: the mustard seed isn’t literally the smallest of all seeds in the world, but it is 

small, and it was a familiar and commonplace seed and picture for the audience Jesus was 



addressing here.  When grown, the shrub isn’t the largest of all shrubs or trees, nor is it 

especially attractive, but it is a good sized shrub, and again—it was a familiar shrub to 1st 

C. Jews.  In fact, what we don’t always realize today is that the mustard plant got mixed 

reviews in 1st C. Israel.  Yes, mustard was an herb that was useful for flavoring and 

preserving food.  Yes, it had some medicinal properties.  But, the mustard bush was also 

regarded as somewhat of a weed, a nuisance plant--No one would sow it on purpose. It 

grows all too readily on its own, and once it appears, it takes over the area.  Like 

zucchini, mustard is all too eager to germinate, sprawl, and take over any garden.  Which 

ties this second parable into the first: most of the time, the growth of the mustard bush did 

truly happen while people were going about their own business, sleeping, rising, and 

working, because it grew like a weed all on its own, they knew not how.  Maybe Jesus 

would use a field of dandelions to illustrate this point for us: first you see one yellow 

head, then you see a whole field of them.  Not everyone likes them.  They’re a weed, they 

grow and spread of their own volition.  You start with one, and pretty soon they’ve taken 

over the yard in a sea of yellow, soon destined to be a sea of fluff and stems.  Little 

beginnings to big results.  That’s what the kingdom of God is like. It grows like a weed.  

It starts small and produces big.  And no one likes to hear that more than we who are part 

of smaller churches and smaller communities.  We can feel dwarfed into insignificance 

by mega churches with their own gymnasiums, coffee bars, and auditorium style worship 

services.  But, good and big things can come out of small seeds, and the early church was 

evidence of this.  A handful of fishermen and tax collectors and peasants turned the world 

upside down as their message of faith spread like wildfire.  Small seed; big bush. We 

illustrate the point, too, don’t we?  As we celebrated our 90th anniversary last weekend, I 



had a powerful sense of all that the Spirit has done here, and of the growth that has 

happened over 90 years because of the trust and resilience of those first seed sowers, our 

forebears in faith in this place.  I thought Gunny Skadberg was the living example of this-

--his great grandmother was one of the founders of the congregation, Brittina Skadberg, 

and he led us in the Norwegian prayer for our old fashioned luncheon 90 years later.   

Wow!  Had I been of a Pentecostal persuasion, I might have stood up and shouted, 

“hallelujah, praise God!”  We may have been one of the smaller seeds of the kingdom 

that God  planted, but certainly we have been blest to do some big things, to branch out 

like that mustard bush in surprising and life-giving directions. Small seed; big bush.  The 

birds that come and sing in the shade our branches are obviously Carol, Larry, Joyful 

Noise, Seraphim, the quartet and the bell choir.  This parable could be about us. 

 All of us know that our good intentions and strong backs and willing hands are 

necessary in this world, to serve our neighbor, to grow the church, to witness to God’s 

love.  Returning to Father’s Day again,  any Dad or Mom knows, too, that raising a child 

is a labor of love, with the emphasis sometimes on the labor.  And yet, any parent knows, 

too, that so much of growth is out of our hands, not a result of our unremitting efforts, but 

a matter of God’s grace, activity, and presence.  These are parables that invites us to trust 

the future into God’s hands….the future of children or grandchildren; the future of young 

married couples; the future of this church—now 90 years old; the future of the Christian 

faith, now 2,000 years old; the future of our world, with all of its wonders and terrors.  

Not always easy to do, but it is God who ultimately does the heavy lifting in producing 

big and surprising results from small beginnings.  Even when are asleep, distracted, or 

just not at our best, God is at work.  It’s all good. Thanks be to God.  Amen.  



  

  


